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	Fully illustrated, easy to use, and completely up-to-date, Birds of the West Indies is the only field guide that covers all of the bird species known to occur in the region--including migrants and infrequently occurring forms. Each species is represented by a full description that includes identification field marks, status and range, habitat, and voice. A map showing the bird's distribution accompanies many species accounts, and plumages of all species are depicted in ninety-three beautifully rendered color plates.


	Bird lovers, vacationing tourists, local residents, and "armchair travelers" will all want to own this definitive field guide to the birds of the West Indies.

	
		Includes all species recorded in the region



		
		Features ninety-three color plates with concise text on facing pages for quick reference and easy identification



		
		Species accounts cover identification, voice, status and habitat, and range



		
		Color distribution maps
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iPod touch For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
touch For Dummies as a reference. With this book, you can easily find the information you need when you need it. I wrote it so that you can read from beginning to end to find out how to use your iPod touch from scratch. But this book is also organized so that you can dive in anywhere and begin reading the info you need to know for each task....
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The Dirac Equation (Theoretical and Mathematical Physics)Springer, 1993
The Dirac Equation is a modern presentation of the relativistic quantum mechanics of electrons intended to make new mathematical results accessible to a wider audience. It treats in some depth the relativistic invariance of a quantum theory, self-adjointness and spectral theory, qualitative features of relativistic bound and...
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Visual Basic(r).NET: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Master this massive programming language upgrade that raises Visual Basic functionality to the level of the .NET platform. Coverage includes all core topics—plus security, debugging, and helpful information on migrating existing Visual Basic projects to Visual Basic.NET.

Before I introduce the chapters I want to tell you what this...
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Personalization Techniques And Recommender SystemsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008

	The phenomenal growth of the Internet has resulted in the availability of
	huge amounts of online information, a situation that is overwhelming to
	the end-user. To overcome this problem personalization technologies have
	been extensively employed across several domains to provide assistance in
	filtering, sorting, classifying and sharing...
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Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) SecurityDigital Press, 2004
"Voice Over Internet Protocol Security is both unique and timely.  Ransome and Rittinghouse expertly describe the technical fundamentals, salient business drivers, and converged network infrastructure security risks and challenges IT and security professionals encounter when implementing enterprise-level VoIP systems." - William M....
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Android from A to DCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2014

	At the time the previous edition of this book was published, there was only one way to install the Android Software Development Kit (SDK): the complicated way. Recently, though, Android has introduced the Android Developer Tools (ADT) Bundle which makes installing the SDK much easier. The ADT Bundle contains the latest Android Software...
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